
Each of our custom bundles is a pick # system! You can select from any of our enhancements or add on

additional hours!

It's like a package, except you get to pick what goes into it!
Don't know what you need yet? No problem!

You can add or remove enhancements or bundles leading up to your big day!

Elegant Bundle
Select up to 2 Enhancements

Ceremony Audio             Dancing On The Clouds            Custom Monogram

Venue Up-Lighting                   LED Party Sticks                         2 Cold Sparks

55" Media Screens                    1 additional hour of service

+ All the benefits are listed at the top of the page!

Headline DJ Base Rate + $700(Save Over $200!)



Signature Bundle
MOST POPULAR BUNDLE

Select up to 3 Enhancements

Ceremony Audio             Intelligent Party Lighting             Custom Monogram

Venue Up-Lighting                   LED Party Sticks                         2 Cold Sparks

55" Media Screens                    2 additional hour of service

+ All the benefits are listed at the top of the page!

Headline DJ Base Rate + $900 (Save Over $400!)



Luxurious Bundle
Select up to 4 Enhancements

Ceremony Audio             Intelligent Party Lighting             Custom Monogram

Venue Up-Lighting                   LED Party Sticks                         2 Cold Sparks           55" Media Screens

Dancing On The Clouds           Open Air Photo Booth              LED Dance Floor

After Party DJ service

+ All the benefits are listed at the top of the page!

Headline DJ Base Rate + $1300 (Save Over $600!)

Below is a further description of each of our enhancements and the al a carte-pricing if you don't

want to go with one of our custom bundle options!

Ceremony Audio
We use a combination of 2 hidden microphones

that allow us to 100% guarantee that every word

said will be heard by every guest!

$250







We offer complete lighting design services beyond the simple options we display in this brochure. If you

have a vision in mind or just some Pinterest photos let us know and we can make it a reality!






